Introducing Sketch Nation Create V4.0, the World’s First Robust Multiplayer Game Creation Platform for iOS, Android and the Web

Create, play and share your own multiplayer games, on any device!

September 22, 2016, Palo Alto, CA – Sketch Nation, Inc., the leading personal online game creation app, today announced the release of Sketch Nation Create 4.0, the world’s first robust multiplayer game creation platform for iOS, Android and the Web. With a new game genre called “Arena”, this version of Sketch Nation Create allows users to develop true multiplayer games for real-time play with friends, family and the community, using all the Sketch Nation Create tools and flexibility they are already familiar with.

In addition to its multiplayer game features, Sketch Nation Create V4.0 also adds recordable sound effects to the platform. Users can now enhance their games by recording their own sounds and music to be heard during key game actions, such as acquiring a power-up or overcoming an obstacle.

“We’re thrilled to bring this new capability to the Sketch Nation community,” said Nitzan Wilnai, Founder and CEO. “Our users often tell us how much they love to play their games with friends, classmates and the broader public, and we are excited to see what creativity this new version of Sketch Nation Create unlocks for students and hard-core gamers alike.”

Sketch Nation Create is a game-creation platform that allows users to create online games with enormous flexibility, imagination, detail and fun. With their own artwork and photos, users design all the characters, obstacles, challenges, stories and levels, bringing their ideas to life almost entirely through their creativity and cleverness. Sketch Nation Create is used by schools and players around the world, from young students to aspiring game designers and coders.

Sketch Nation Create 4.0 is free for all platforms and available immediately on the Apple and Google app stores as well as at sketchnation.com.

Follow us on Twitter @sketchnation and on Facebook at facebook.com/sketchnationcreate/. More information is also available at sketchnation.com.

For further information contact: media@sketchnation.com.